Name______________________________________________________
Homework assignment. You will do this and SHOW your parent so that questions/confusion can be
minimized during this process of you beginning to drive. You are required to get your parent’s
signature after completing to show they have read your responses.
1. How old does a person need to be to take the permit test that is scheduled for this class
November 2nd at 2pm?
2. What do I do if I am not old enough to take the permit test November 2nd at 2pm?

3. How will I get my certificates?
4. Who decides where my certificates will be emailed?

5. Can I go to the DMV and get my permit before I am 15?
6. What do I do after I finish the class and get my certificate?

7. Can I drive immediately after finishing the class before going to the DMV?

8. If I have signed up for the 6 hours of driver’s training with Elite Driving Academy’s
instructors, how long is that contract valid?

9. What website do I go to in order to sign up for my driving times and dates?
10. What documents do I take to the DMV?

11. I have been told that I can schedule an appointment at the dmv to get paperwork processed
(to get a permit) but what can I do instead if the appointment is far into the future?
12. Are parents allowed in the facility while students take their permit test?

13. Who can drive with me after I get my permit?
14. How long do I hold my permit until I get to take the driver’s test?

15. Is the drive test included in the price my parents paid for the class or any part of the
package?

16. How many hours do I need to drive with my parent on my parent/teen driving log?
17. Does everyone in the class take the final exam on the last day?
18. How should I prepare for the final exam?

